Adjectives & Adverbs Worksheet

*Edit the following sentences to eliminate errors in the use of adjectives and adverbs. If a sentence is correct, write “correct” after it.*

1. Hank felt well because he knew that he had done a good job.

2. I had to finish the assignment real quick.

3. Polly’s car is more greener than mine.

4. Kelly did good on her placement test.

5. Mine family has ten children: six boys and four girls.

6. Ollie was faster than his competitor.

7. Germs spread quickly if people are not conscientious.

8. If the store restocked their shelves more regular, they wouldn’t sell out of bread.

9. Jane enjoys swimming more better than jogging.

10. Thunderstorms develop quick during summer months.

11. Without warning, she sold the most best blueprint to the lowest bidder.

12. Suzy sells splendid sea shells; Sally stupendously sews suits.